Top 5 Reasons to Build a Simple, Reliable,
Automated Disaster Plan
Implement Data Protection and Disaster Recovery Deploy Services
VMware enables IT to maintain availability with an automated DR solution, cost effectively eliminate data loss, provide
reliable BCDR for virtual machines (VMs) and meet RTOs for virtualized applications.
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Move VMs Between Sites with VMware
Site Recovery Manager™
VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager provides automation
for every workflow of a disaster recovery plan, from failover
and reconfiguration to failback and cleanup.

AVOID

vSphere® Data Protection can properly protect
mission-critical applications using agents

• Move live VMs between sites
over metro distances

• Streamline backup operations by
using vSphere web client

• Deliver fast, reliable recovery
via automated workflows

• Get single step recovery
• Minimize backup windows and
storage consumption

• Centralize recovery plans and
policy-driven automation

DOWNTIME
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Fast, predictable recovery with
vSphere® Data Protection

AUTOMATE
WORKFLOWS

CENTRALIZE

RECOVERY PLANS
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Comprehensive,
Cost-Effective
Business Protection
Rapidly deliver a successful
BCDR solution using a validated
architectural design with:
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• Data Protection Deploy Service
• Disaster Recovery Deploy Service

Deploy a BCDR solution with Professional
Services Expertise
Learn the fundamentals of BCDR with the help of VMware Professional Services.

A SOLID FOUNDATION
• Start with a deployment
built for growth

• Implement and configure a best
practice-based, foundational
VMware Site Recovery Manager
solution
• Reduce disaster recovery costs
by up to 50 percent
• Manage high availability,
data protection, and DR
for applications running
on VMs in a production
environment

• Jumpstart implementation
with a documented
architecture
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AN AGILE ENGAGEMENT

THE RIGHT EXPERTISE

• Gain the knowledge
to participate in future
deployment activities

• Receive 16 days of
assistance during
planning and deployment

• Quickly learn and
articulate solution
capabilities and benefits

• Leverage VMware
vSphere and VMware
vSphere Data Protection

Create Positive IT Outcomes
• Reduce the TCO of disaster recovery
• Learn the fundamentals of a BCDR solution
• Test specific product capabilities in a production environment
• Deploy a reliable backup and recovery solution created for VMs
• Assure disaster recovery that meets RTOs

Start Now

Contact your VMware Sales Rep or ask to speak with a VMware Professional Services representative.
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